Project list Ernst Heinkel A.G.)

P.1084 (1942) Transport aircraft project
P.1062 (1942) Fighter project
P.1063 (1942) Fast mid-wing attack aircraft
P.1064 (1943) Long-range mid-wing bomber with six BMW 801Ea engine
P.1065 (1942) Fighter bomber project which led to the He.319

P.1065/1b (1942) Fighter bomber project with two Junkers Jumo 222C engine
P.1065/1c (1942) Fast bomber project with two Daimler Benz 609 engine

P.1065/2a (1942) Fast bomber unsymmetrical layout project with BMW 803 engine

P.1065/2b (1942) Fast bomber unsymmetrical layout project with Daimler Benz 619
engine

P.1065/3a (1942) Fast bomber project with doubled Daimler Benz 613C engine
P.1065/3b (1942) Fast bomber with Daimler Benz 619

P.1066 (1942) Ground attack fighter with two BMW 801E or BMW Jumo 222C
P.1068 (1944) Project that emerged as the He.343 multirole aircraft.

P.1068/78 (1944) Mid-wing bomber reconnaissance with 4 He S11 jet engines, est. top
speed 850 km/h.

P.1068/80 (1944) Mid-wing bomber reconnaissance aircraft with six He S11 jet engines.

P.1068/83 (1944) Mid-wing bomber reconnaissance aircraft with four He S11 jet engines,
max speed 910 km/h.

P.1068/84 (1944) Mid-wing bomber reconnaissance aircraft with four He S11 jet engines.

P.1069 (1943) Mid-wing fighter with a Junkers Jumo 004B
P.1070 (1943) Fighter-reconnaissance with a pair Junkers Jumo 004B
P.1071 (1943) Asymmetrical fuselage fighter with two Junkers Jumo 004B
P.1072 (1943) Mid-wing bomber with four BMW 003A-0
P.1073 (1944) - Project that led to the He.162 (not He.163!)

P.1073/01-01 (1944) - Jet fighter with top speed of 1010 km/h

P.1073/01-02 (1944)

P.1073/01-11 (1944)

P.1073/01-13 (1944)

P.1073/2 (1944) - Shoulder-wing fighter

P.1073/8 (1944) – High altitude Fighter

P.1074 (1944) - Four-engine fighter with BMW 801E engines

P.1075 (1974) - Mid-wing long-range fighter with twin Daimler Benz 603E
P.1076 (1944) - Fast fighter, project only. Had slightly forward swept wings and double
propellers at the front.

P.1076A (1944) - Single engine fighter project with Daimler Benz 603U

P.1076B (1944) - Single engine fighter project with Junkers Jumo213E
P.1076N (1944) - Single engine fighter project with Daimler Benz 603N

P.1076LM (1944) - Single engine fighter project with Daimler Benz 603LM

P.1077 Julia I (1944) - This was a single seat interceptor. The pilot flew the aircraft in a
prone position. By the end of the war only a model had been built. Two prototypes that
had been planned, including one powered by a pulse jet engine instead of rockets, never
proceeded past the project stage.Walter HWK 109-509A rocket engine.

P.1077 Julia II (1944) - This was a single seat interceptor project. The pilot flew the
aircraft in a seat position. Powered by Walter HWK 109-509A rocket engine.

P.1077 Romeo (1944) - Interceptor project powered by an Argus 014 pulse jet with a top
speed estimated at 980 km/h

P.1078 01 (1944) - Fighter, project only.

P.1078A (1944) - The Heinkel P.1078A was a jet-engined fighter project with a single
Heinkel He S11 jet engine.

P.1078B (1944) - Project P.1078B was a tailless jet-engine wing fighter concept, with a
single Heinkel He S11 jet engine.

P.1078C (1944) - Project P.1078C was a tailless jet-engine wing fighter concept, with a
single Heinkel He S11 jet engine.

P.1079A (1944) - Twin-engine night-fighter with jet-engines, project only. Initial design
with 35 degree swept back wings and a V-tail. Powered by Heinkel HeS 011 turbojets.

P.1079B (1944) - Heinkel P.1079B was an all-weather heavy fighter project. It was a flying
wing design with jet-engines. Second flying wing design had a vertical tail and gull
shaped wings. This was the single-seat, all weather, heavy fighter with the same intended
engines as the P.1079A.

P.1079 B/II (1944) - This was the second design (Entwurf II) for the He P.1079B all-weather
heavy fighter. The wings were swept back sharply.

P.1080 Ramjet fighter

He. 120 (1937) Fly boat project

He.211 (1958) - Project for a passenger transport.
He.211 A (1958) - High wing propeller turbine similar configuration to the Fokker
Friendship.
He.211 A-1 (1961) - Propeller driven low-wing passenger transport project with a
conventional tail configuration.
He.211 B (1958) - Rear engine jet passenger transport project with a Dassault Falcon
type tail. Designed to carry aroung 20 passengers.
He.211 B-1 (1) (1960) - Designed as a passenger transport project. Twin engines rearmounted, based on the He.211B. Early configuration, later emerged as the He.211 B-1 (2)
mentioned below.
He.211 B-1 (2) (1962) - Twin engines embedded in the rear between a butterfly tail. Final
design of the He.211 as a passenger transport project to carry 22 -24 passengers.
He.277 B-3 (1944) - Mid-wing heavy combat aircraft with four BMW 801E engines.
He.277 B-5/R-1 (1944) - Mid-wing heavy combat aircraft with four Daimler Benz 603A
engines.
He.277 B-5/R-2 (1945) - Mid-wing heavy combat aircraft with four Daimler Benz 603A
engines with slightly improved top speed.
He.277 B-6/R-1 (1945) - Mid-wing heavy combat aircraft with four Junkers Jumo 213F
engines.
He.277 B-7 (1945) - Mid-wing heavy combat aircraft with four Junkers Jumo 213E
engines.

He.277 B-7/6 (1943) - Mid-wing heavy combat aircraft project with six BMW 801E
engines.
He.280 (1943) - Small mid-wing monoplane with one reaction propulsion unit on each
wing. Single seat fighter with an ‘ H’ tail.
He.319 (1943) - Multirole fighter evolved from project P.1065.
He.319 A-0 (1943) - Mid-wing fast combat aircraft project with a pair of Daimler Benz
603A.
He.319 A-1 (1943) - Mid-wing fast combat aircraft project with a pair of Daimler Benz
603A.
He.343 (1944) - Multirole aircraft, project only. A total of 20 of these aircraft were
ordered. Cancelled due to the Emergency Fighter Program.
He.343 A-1 (1944) - Proposal for a fast bomber version of the basic He.343 with four
wing mounted Heinkel He S11A jets. Designed to carry a bombload of 3000 kg. Not built.

He.343 A-2 (1944) - Proposal for a reconnaissance version of the basic He.343. A midwing design with four Heinkel He S11A. Not built

He.343 A-3 (1944) - Proposal for a Zerstörer ("Destroyer") heavy fighter version of the
basic He.343. Was to be armed with four MK 108 forward facing guns and two rearward
MG 151’ s. Not built

He.343 B-1 (1944) - Project for Zerstörer ("Destroyer") heavy fighters, not proceeded
with.
He.343 A-3/J (1944) - Heavy fighter project design with four Heinkel He S11A. Not built.
He.419 A-0 (1943) - Mid-wing high-altitude fighter and combat aircraft project with a
pair of Daimler Benz 603G engines.
He.419 A-1 (1943) - Mid-wing high-altitude fighter and combat aircraft project with a
pair of Daimler Benz 603G engines.
He.419 B (1943) - Mid-wing high-altitude fighter project with a pair of Daimler Benz
603G engines.
He.635 (1944) - Mid-wing, twin fuselage long-range reconnaissance project powered by
four Daimler Benz 603E.
He. Lerche (1945) VTOL Fighter

He Wespe /Lerche II(1945) VTOL Fighter

He unknow four jet long range bomber

